By borrowing ideas from control theory, Nonequilibrium Molecular Dynamics incorporates temperature, stress, and heat flux directly into atomistic, time-reversible, deterministic equations of motion. We are applying this technique to studies of surface indentation, surface cutting, friction, ablation, and condensation. Here we describe simulations of the indentation and cutting processes using two-dimensional crystals composed of a few thousand particles.
INTRODUCTION
The scanning tunneling microscope 1 now makes it possible to observe nanometer details of surfaces. Surface finishes at this same scale (below one nanometer, rms) are now directly available through precision machining single-point-diamond-turning techniques 2 . However, the details of the tool-tip-to-workpiece interaction, in the form of tool wear, workpiece deformation, and induced subsurface damage and residual stress, remain largely unknown. This is particularly vexing with brittle materials where the deformation may dramatically change from ductile to brittle with only a seemingly small increase in interaction load or depth of penetration.
Atomic-scale phenomena are much too detailed for continuum resolution and description to be valid. Near surfaces 3 ,4 force laws and stresses can vary on the same distance scale as the interatomic spacing. In this nanometer regime nonequilibrium molecular dynamics 5 is becoming a useful tool for the simulation of problems in materials science.
Today, phenomena which require an atomistic description can be simulated. provided that no more than a million degrees of freedom, corresponding to hundreds of thousands of particles. are required. With the advent of efficient parallel processors 6 , this limitation and the overall simulation-time limit of approximately one microsecond will gradually relax. Within these capacity and speed constraints, models are becoming more "realistic" with the development of "embedded-atom" approaches 3 ,4,7. These approaches mimic many-body interactions with inexpensive algorithms.
Progress in microscopic equations of motion includes the incorporation of differential and integral feedback into the equations of motion, making it possible to specify temperature, stress. and heat flux for selected degrees of freedom 5 ,6,9,10. Here we describe two-dimensional simulations of indentation and cutting using these new computational tools. Because three-dimensional simulations with a million particles correspond. in linear extent and complexity, to two-dimensional calculations with 10.000 particles, we are investigating the corresponding 10,000-particie two dimensional crystals. Our results so far suggest that interesting effects can be seen in this size range.
CALCULATIONS
For describing indentation, our simulated workpiece is comprised of three types of particles: boundary particles , ~particles 5 ,8,9,10, and Newtonian particles. The Newtonian particles follow Newton's Second Law.
where m is the particle mass and v, p, F, and a correspond to velocity, momentum, force, and acceleration. The boundary particles form the base of the crystalline workpiece, as shown in Figure 1 .
o -Newton particles 
include a time-dependent friction coefficient swhich makes it possible to specify independently the average temperature T average along with a characteristic thermal relaxation time 'to Thus the bulk workpiece temperature, relative to melting, is an independent variable.
Nose's very recent thermostat idea (for imposing temperature control), which is required for mechanical operations on small systems, is reminiscent of Vineyard's radiation-damage boundary conditions 11 but is fully time-reversible. Nose's equations, together with the usual Newtonian ones for bulk particles, and viscoelastic equations for boundary particles, are then solved numerically, USing the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
The interatomic interactions follow a Lennard-Jones potential, <p =4q(dr)12 -(dr)6) (4) or a corresponding Hooke's-Law potential, with the same curvature 1C at the minimum in the potential energy function, e =-<j >(rMINIMUM):
rMINIMUM =21160' (6) In either case the potential is extended beyond the Lennard-Jones inflection point by a cubic spline 10 . Here r is the radial atomic spacing and e is the binding energy. The collision diameter is s in the Lennard-Jones model. Our indentor models use force laws based on the interatomic potential. The indentor is advanced into the workpiece using a pre-assigned, time-dependent velocity or external force, such as the example shown in Figure 2 . <D(r) =<j>(r -0)
The availability of microscopic expressions for stress, heat flux, and temperature in terms of the individual particle coordinates and momenta 5 makes it possible to analyze the resulting atomistic solutions for comparison with continuum models.
INDENTATION RESULTS
We have studied a variety of indentation problems with from 10 to 10,000 particles. We have used both prismatic and circular indentors of the type described above. In each of the cases shown the indentor velocity was programmed to follow the piecewise-linear time path shown in Figure 2 , reaching a maximum speed VM1IXIlQ[ =(fim)112 (8) equal to about one-tenth the longitudinal sound speed, at half the maximum penetration distance. The penetration distance chosen corresponds to the indentor radius. The two small-indentor problems were simulated at temperatures of O.15(£/k) and O.30(£/k). Exploratory calculations, with the indentor motionless, indicated a melting temperature of approximately 0.42(E/k) for the Lennard-Jones-spline potential. Thus the simulations shown in Figures 3 and 4 correspond to relatively cold and hot samples.
The defects present in the vicinity of the indentor can be enhanced and stabilized, at any stage in the calculation, by introducing damping into the equations of motion. This causes the local thermal disorder to disappear and simplifies the cataloging of defects. The simulations can be followed in video cassette form, using software and hardware designs invented, at the NMFECC, by Hans Bruijnes. Graphics files from a CRAY-2 are compressed, transferred to an IBM AT and edited on a graphics monitor. When the editing is complete, the monitor signal is recorded, producing the final video cassette.
In the Figures we display individual-frame snapshots of local pressure, calculated from the individual-particle potential function contributions to the pressure-volume product PV. The shaded particles make above-average contributions to the compressive stress. A general feature of the molecular-dynamics results is the development of tensile regions, even holes leading to internal cracks, directly under the indentor. It is possible that such sub-surface flaws are related to machining difficulties with materials such as as molybdenum, in precision diamond turning. The indentation shape and surface finish depend upon the rate at which the tool moves.
For tool velocities comparable to the sound velocity cavities reminiscent of ballistiC impact 12 are formed. A sufficiently small indentor can make such a small cavity that this seals itself shut again at late times.
CUTTING RESULTS
Surface cutting can be studied by modifying the indentor path. To simulate cutting with a smooth cutter, shown in Figure 6 , we compute the closest point on the wedge shaped cutting tool and use that point as the center of a Lennard-Jones-spline force. We are in the process of exploring the sensitivity of the results, including subsurface damage, to cutter speed, temperature, as well as rake angle and shape. 
SUMMARY
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of the indentation and surface cutting processes are providing insight into the subsurface flaws seen in precision diamond turning and grinding processes.
